HOT–POUR RUBBERIZED CRACK & JOINT SEALANTS

SA - Premier Premium Grade
SA - 102 6690 Type II (ASTM D-3405)
SA - 103 6690 Type I (ASTM D-1190)
SA - 180 6690 Type I/II (ASTM D-1190/3405)
SA - PLF 210 Parking Lot Grade Sealant
SA - 102 HV 6690 Type II High Viscosity
SA - 103HV 6690 Type I High Viscosity
SA - 200 6690 Type I
SA - Loop Sealant
SA - 210 Construction Grade Sealants

ALL GRADES AVAILABLE IN MELTABLE PACKAGING (MP)

FLEXIBLE REPAIR MASTICS

SA Bridge Bond System
Super-Flex and Flex-Crac Cold Pour Sealants
Gap B Wide Crack Repair
Crack-Stix Direct Heat Sealant
Gator-Aid Mastic Alligatoring Patch

EQUIPMENT SALES & RENTALS

Cimline Mfg. - Magma Gen IV Series, Oil-Jacketed Melters
Seal-Rite Sealcoating Equipment
Marathon Mfg. - Flexible Mastic Mixer/Melters
NPK - Hydraulic Hammers and Compactors
Pavemade - Sealcoat Spray Systems, Tanks, Accessories
30 Gal, 10 Gal, Direct Fire Melters
Lab - Hot Air Lances
DuraPatcher - Asphalt Spray Patchers, Emulsion Tanks
PB Loaders - Hot Boxes
Cleasby Mfg. - Direct Fired Melters

PAVEMENT SEALERS & EMULSIONS

Resurfacer Asphalt Emulsion Sealcoat
Resurfacer XLRB High Solids Sealcoat
Rhino Seal Sprayable Sealcoat / Primer
Oil Spot Primer by TCR Industries
Glenzoil 20 Plus Crack Sealant Barrier
CSS-1 Emulsion Tack Coat Bulk
CRS-1 / CRS-2 Bulk
PG Grade Asphaltic Cement in Boxes
DP-1 Spray Injection Patching

PAVEMENT REPAIR TOOLS & SUPPLIES

Billy Goat - Crack Gazors - Pavement Blowers
MB Companies, Inc. - Walk-Behind Brooms
Lab Manufacturing - Hot Air Lances
Bensink Mfg. - Rotary Broom
Titan Laboratories - Safety Solvent Cleaners Oil Flo
Pavement Tool Mfg. - Sealcoat Tools
Atlas Supply - Foam Backer Rod
Hanset Brothers Inc. - Squeegees
Cleasby Mfg. - Direct Fired Melters
EZ Street - Cold Mix Permanent Pothole Patch
Pavemade / Sage - Direct Fired Melters, Tanks & Equipment
GNR - Car Stops & Bumpers
Blacktop Tools - Pour Pots, Asphalt Lutes
Parking Lot Striping Paint & Stencils
Powerbrush Inc. - Brushcoaters
Tuit Ent. Co. Wire Street / Oil Spot Brooms

www.specialasphalt.com
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SPECIAL ASPHALT PRODUCTS

Sustainable Pavement Solutions